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	Longman Children’s Picture Dictionary
The Longman Children&#8217;s Picture Dictionary uses fun, child-centered scenes to illustrate 800 words, organized into 50 thematic units, complete with songs and chants. Themes from Animal Orchestra to Pirate Ship provide a clear context for learning new words.The Longman Children&#8217;s Picture Dictionary uses fun, child-centered scenes to illustrate 800 words, organized into 50 thematic units, [&#8230;]
	Merriam Webster’s Vocabulary Builder
About The Book This expanded and thoroughly revised new edition is designed not only to add hundreds of useful new words to a student’s permanent working vocabulary but also to teach the most common and useful Greek and Latin word-building roots to help students understand and master additional vocabulary in the future.Example sentences and brief [&#8230;]
	Visual Prosody: The Graphematic Foot in English and German
About Book According to well-established views, language has several subsystems where each subsystem (e.g. syntax, morphology, phonology) operates on the basis of hierarchically organised units. When it comes to the graphematic structure of words, however, the received view appears to be that linear structure is all that matters. Contrary to this view, a sub-field of [&#8230;]
	Unruly Words: A Study of Vague Language
About Book Vague words, like tall, rich, and old, lack clear boundaries of application: no clear line divides the tall people from the above average, or the old people from the middle-aged. Because they lack clear boundaries, these ordinary words cause logical and semantic problems in various disciplines including philosophy, decision theory, and the law. [&#8230;]
	Understanding Semantics
About Book This series provides approachable, yet authoritative, introductions to all the major topics in linguistics. Ideal for students with little or no prior knowledge of linguistics, each book carefully explains the basics, emphasising understanding of the essential notions rather than arguing for a particular theoretical position. Understanding Semantics offers a complete introduction to linguistic [&#8230;]
	Translation
About Book In a time when millions travel around the planet; some by choice, some driven by economic or political exile, translation of the written and spoken word is of ever increasing importance. This guide presents readers with an accessible and engaging introduction to the valuable position translation holds within literature and society. Leading translation [&#8230;]
	The Language Organ: Linguistics as Cognitive Physiology
About Book Challenging and original, The Language Organ treats human language as the manifestation of a faculty of the mind, a mental organ whose nature is determined by human biology and whose functional properties should be explored just as physiology explores the functional properties of physical organs. The book surveys the nature of the language [&#8230;]
	The Language of Asylum: Refugees and Discourse
About Book The early part of the 21st century has been marked by widespread social upheaval and geographical displacement of people. This book examines how refugees, asylum-seekers, locals and professional refugee workers make sense of asylum and refuge in the context of current UK asylum policies.
	Testing in Language Programs
About Book Testing in Language Programs is a comprehensive text for teachers and students in teacher-training courses in language testing and assessment. Ideal for both classroom use and personal reference, this book targets the needs of those making both programms level (e.g. admissions, proficiency and placement) as well as classroom-level testing decisions (e.g. assessing what [&#8230;]
	Teaching English to Speakers of other Language :An Introduction
About Book Complex theories and research studies are explained in a clear and comprehensible, yet non-trivial, manner without trivializing them. Practical examples of how to develop teaching materials and tasks from sound principles provide rich illustrations of theoretical constructs. The content is presented through a lively variety of different textual genres including classroom vignettes showing [&#8230;]

